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Tough weekend for Caricasulo, 
who signed the track record   

ELF CIV 2021-SS600 
Imola - Round 3, 02-03-04 July 

 
The ELF-CIV 2021 weekend at Imola got off to the best possible start for Federico Caricasulo 
and Soradis Yamaha Motoxracing Team, who right from the first free practice sessions on 
Friday was the only one to dip under 1'53, setting the fastest time in SS600 qualifying with 
1'51.807. 

 
But the masterpiece pole position came on Saturday in Q2, when thanks to the time of 
1'51.729, he set a new record for the Imola track. A result in line with expectations that 
confirms the great competitiveness of the rider from Ravenna who, since his return to the 
Italian Speed Championship, is proving to have nothing to fear. 

 
Unfortunately, in Race 1, Federico slipped after hitting with the front wheel a number on a 
signalling board that had flown onto the track. No physical consequences for him who 
commented as follows: "I found an object on the track and I ended up on it with the wheel. 
It's a shame to have thrown away a race where I was feeling very strong. We are working 
well and it will definitely get better" Federico Caricasulo. 

 
After the 2nd time in the WarmUp, the race on Sunday could finally crown the rider from 
Ravenna with a good performance after the unlucky crash in Race 1. After just two laps, 
however, the engine of the Yamaha YZF R6 has given up, forcing him to abandon a race that 
had yet to enter the heart of the matter and that Caricasulo felt within his reach; "I started 
well and I was doing a good race. It's a pity because I felt I had a margin and in the final I 
could have tried to give the winning break. I felt it was a growing race and my pace was the 
same as those who finished on the podium. It will be better next time". 

 
The one at the Autodromo Enzo and Dino Ferrari was a round dominated by time trials, but 
greedy of points for the classification. With only one win at Misano this season as a result, 
Federico is currently in thirteenth place overall, but he will be able to make up for it at the 
end of the month, when the championship returns to the Romagna circuit for the second 
time on 30-31 July and 01 August. 


